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Family

Cycadaceae, cycad family

Genus

Cycas stems from the Greek name cyca, which 
means "palm." Cycas are gymnosperms and, though 
palm-like, they are unrelated to true palms, which are 
actually angiosperms (flowering plants). 

Species

The species name revoluta stems from the Latin 
word revolut, which means "rolled back." The name 
refers to the leaflets of the sago palm, which curl 
under.

Common Names

sago palm, king sago palm, Japanese sago palm

Description

This evergreen cycad is native to the tropical 
islands of southern Japan, but it grows well in the 
subtropics of the United States: in particular, Florida, 

Georgia, and Puerto Rico. Sago palm grows well in 
full sun or partial shade but exhibits larger leaves in 
more shaded situations. Slow growing, the sago palm 
can reach heights of up to 15 feet in 50 years. Leaves 
are pinnately compound, 4 to 5 feet long, and up to 9 
inches wide. The dark-green, stiff leaflets have a 
linear shape with a shiny upper surface. They are 
approximately 4 inches long, have revolute or curled 
under margins, and an acuminate or pointed tip. The 
trunk of the sago palm is dark brown and thick, and 
appears shaggy. Plants are either male or female and 
the reproductive structures are found in the center of 
the plant. The male organ resembles a large yellow 
cone that reaches lengths of up to 2 feet. The female 
organ resembles a yellow furry globe and it houses 
many bright orange seeds that are 2 inches in 
diameter.

Allergen

Male plants are considered moderately 
allergenic, but female plants cause little to no 
allergies.
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Applications

Commercial/Practical

Historically, the inner bark of the sago palm was 
used as a food source in Japan during times of famine. 
However, sago palm contains a powerful neurotoxin 
that can cause paralysis or even death if it is not 
prepared properly. The seeds can also be poisonous 
to humans and animals if ingested. Today, the dried 
leaves of this plant are commonly used as accents in 
floral arrangements.

Horticultural

This cycad can thrive both indoors and outdoors. 
Once it becomes established outdoors, sago palm is 
considered to be drought resistant but not freeze 
tolerant. In the Florida yard, it is a great 
accompaniment to other palms and thick grasses. 
Sago palm also makes a great walkway border, but it 
should be placed where bare skin will not contact or 
brush against the sharp, pointed tips of its leaflets. 
Depending on the available planting space, an 
important growth trait to consider is that male plants 
tend to branch out more than do female plants. More 
importantly, take caution when using this plant as an 
accent in home landscapes, since it contains a strong 
neurotoxin that can paralyze or even kill animals or 
humans who ingest it. In Japan, a bonsai variety of 
sago palm (Cycas nana) is created by packing sand 
around the plant's roots and rationing the amount of 
water it receives. This stunts the palm's growth, 
giving it a bonsai-like appearance. In Florida, one of 
the greatest damaging agents to this species is the 
cycad aulacaspis scale (Aulacaspis yasumatsui). 
Information on how to manage this insect can be 
found at the following website: 
http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/in474 .
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